When the Soviet Union broke up in 1991, the hope among those Russians who welcomed its demise was that the newly created ... the bulk of the population longed for well-stocked supermarkets and the post-imperial, post-ideological stability of ...

Conservative Nationalism and US Foreign Policy

Understanding nationalist sentiment in Russia — and how it might direct the country's future foreign policy decisions — ... The Nation-building and Nationalism in Today's Russia (NEORUSS) study analyzed surveys conducted in 2013 by the Russian ...

Blinken Sails Through Queries on Iran, China, Russia, NATO, and More in Secretary of State Confirmation Hearing ...

The Role of Ideology in Foreign Policy: Why Contemporary Russia Cannot Be Compared to the Soviet Union - Modern ...

Conservative Nationalism and U.S. Foreign Policy; ... threaten the Russian energy market by exporting liquid natural gas, sanction Russian officials, force NATO to spend more on defense, and ...

The Threat of Russian Nationalism - Foreign Policy Research Institute

Russian National Identity and Foreign Policy - Global Atlanta

The ascendance of Putin's authoritarian regime shifted Russia towards a foreign policy based on neo-imperialism and neo-nationalism founded upon the country's unique identity, size, history, and self-perceived notion of exceptionalism.

You Can't Defeat Nationalism, So Stop Trying – Foreign Policy

Russian Nationalism: An Overview of 25 Years of Transition

nationalism interact with public sentiments and affect Russia's domestic and foreign policies. I will argue that the ... 'official nationality') is moderate in its content relative to historical and contemporary forms of Russian nationalism.

The Future of China's Digital Economy China needs to nurture and attract skilled talent to promote its digital ...

Is Nationalism Rising in Russian Foreign Policy? The Case of Georgia Luke March Abstract: In this article, the foreign ... specifically on Russian nationalist arguments for and reactions to the August 2008 conflict between Russia and Georgia.

What Is Russia's Foreign Policy? | AHA

Russian Empire - Russian Empire - Foreign policy: Alexander II was more successful in his foreign policy. He ascended the ... Christians; the Russian fleet in the Black Sea ceased to exist; the portion of Bessarabia nearest to the Black ...

Putin, Nationalism and Foreign Policy | SpringerLink

Nationalism and Foreign Policy | Oxford Research Encyclopedia of Politics

The contributors to this book draw on their recent research to show that the relationship between foreign policy events and public opinion is at the heart of understanding Russian nationalism. In particular, the book examines the key role played by the annual national celebration of Victory Day in shaping public attitudes to foreign policy. It also analyses the impact of major foreign policy events, such as the 2008 war with Georgia, on public opinion.

The contributors argue that a new Russian nationalism is emerging that has consequences for the future of the country. They show that Russian nationalism is not just a reaction to the perceived threats posed by foreign policy events, but also a strategic tool used to shape public opinion in support of the government's foreign policy objectives. The book also considers the role of the state in promoting nationalism, particularly through the media and education, and examines the impact of international relations on the development of Russian nationalism.
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